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Play value
Anyone who has ever swung in a wide
arc, never forgets it again. Here we have
built such a high swing and in conjunction with safety experts, designed it so
that it can stand on unsupervised public
playgrounds.

Fundamental characteristics
-	extra high swing frame allows for soft
swinging
-	equipment height is challenging for
young people
- incentive for playing: height
- movement: swinging

Extra High Swing special

Suitable
-	for children from 10 years and young
people
- for public playgrounds
leisure areas
excursion areas
open-air swimming pools
- institutions for young people
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Technical information
equipment of non-impregnated
mountain larch
de-barked
de-barked posts, Ø 18 - 21 cm

adjustable
no projecting threads after re-tightening due to two-piece bolt connection
and therefore easy to maintain
strong fastening
bolt connections with milled metal
rings for connections which are stressed
cross-wise
brass bush
for all to and fro movements we use
bush bearings which allow for selflubrication while in use and which can
be easily exchanged in case of need
ground anchor
all parts used for anchoring to the
ground made of hot-dip galvanised
steel
crossbar
of galvanised steel, with rigid corner
connection by that smaller foundations
are possible
chains
suspended on short-link chains, 6 mm,
welded before hot-dip galvanisation
(stainless steel chains available on
request)

scale 1:100

rubber swing seats for adults,
25 x 50 cm

Safety check according to EN 1176

Components

Installation information

1 swing frame with steel feet
and cross beam made of steel
2 wide swing seats with chains

Surfacing requirements
corresponding to a fall height of ≤ 3.00 m
(please refer to price list for more
detailed information)
Foundations
4 items 60 x 80 x 60 cm
excavation depth 80 cm
Attention:
Exact measurements may vary, for
all installation dimensions refer to
current installation instructions.
Technical changes reserved.
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Dimensions
(small deviations possible)
height		
vertical clearance
length		
width		
weight		

4.70 m
4.45 m
5.50 m
3.50 m
370 kg
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For more detailed explanation of the
quality characteristics see price list.
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swing joint
drop-forged and hot-dip galvanised
swing joint with bush with graphite
sleeve for self-lubrication and integrated swivel
concealed head
large surface for pressure distribution,
prevents water from getting inside,
protects the bolt head

